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YOUR VOICE, YOUR UNION, YOUR CONTRACT
With a union you and your  
co-workers have a voice in 
 decisions about your work life—
wages, benefits, holidays and 
vacations, scheduling, seniority 
rights, job security, and much more. 
Union negotiations put us across the 
bargaining table from management—
as equals.

A negotiating committee of your  
co-workers and union staff negotiated 
this contract. How does the negotiating 
committee know what issues are 
important? Union members tell us.  
The issues raised in contract surveys 
and proposal meetings help us 
decide what to propose in contract 
negotiations. Stewards and union 
representatives report on issues that 
arise on the job, talking with members 
about grievances, problems, and 
needs. They have a hands-on sense of 
what the issues are.

The more that union members stand 
together and speak out with one voice, 
the stronger the contract we can win. 
A contract can only take effect after 
union members have a chance to 
review the offer and vote on it. 

A union is as strong as its 
members. It’s no secret—an 
active and united membership 
means a stronger union—which 
means a better contract.

About UFCW 21

UFCW 21 is a large, strong, progressive, 
and diverse union, representing more 
grocery workers, retail workers, and 
professional and technical health care 
workers than any other union in the 
state. 

With over 46,000 members united, we 
have the power and resources to take 
on tough employers, represent members 
on the job, raise standards in our 
industries, and support laws that make 
a difference for working families. 

My Union Representative:

__________________________________

My Union Steward:

__________________________________
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hours' pay at the straight-time rate of pay. 

10.5 Temporary Assignment to Higher Position. Temporary assignment to a higher position for three (3) or 
more consecutive days will result in the nurse being paid at the higher rate. 

10.6 Certification Premium. Nurses certified in a specialty area by a national organization and working in that 
area of certification shall be paid a premium of one dollar ($1) per hour, provided the particular certification has 
been approved by the Chief Nurse executive, or designee, and further provided that the nurse continues to meet all 
educational and other requirements to keep the certification current and in good standing. 

10.7 Rest Between Shifts. In scheduling work assignments, the employer will make a good faith effort to 
provide each nurse with at least eleven (11) hours off duty between shifts. In the event that a nurse is required 
to work with less than eleven (11) hours off duty between shifts, all time worked during that second shift shall 
be compensated at one and one-half (1 1/2) times the regular rate of pay. This provision shall not apply to 
education, committee meetings, staff meetings (unless mandatory) or to standby assignments. The section shall 
not apply to on call pursuant to Article 10.3 (unless actually called back, in which event this section shall apply) 
and with the understanding that RN' s working in the Cath Lab may be required to flex their schedules so as to 
minimize time and one half pay. Additionally, employees working ten (10) and twelve (12) hour shifts will 
receive at least ten (10) hours off duty between shifts as referenced in Appendix C. In the event that nurse is 
required to work with less than 10 hours off duty between shifts, all time worked during the next shift shall be 
compensated at one and one-half (1 ½) times the regular rate of pay. 

10.8 If a nurse works more than twelve (12) consecutive hours, all work performed in excess of twelve (12) 
consecutive hours shall be paid at the double time (2x) rate of pay. 

10.9 Weekend Premium Pay. Any nurse who works on a weekend shall receive three dollars and fifty cents 
($3.50) per hour for each hour worked on the weekend in addition to the nurse's regular rate of pay. The weekend 
premium will not be considered a part of the regular rate of pay for premium pay calculations, except for overtime 
pay calculations when required by the Fair Labor Standards Act. For premium pay purposes, the weekend shall be 
defined as all hours between 11 :00 p.m. Friday and 11 :00 p.m. Sunday. Premium pay provided for in this section 
shall not apply to time spent for educational purposes. 

10.10 Charge Nurse Pay. Any nurse who is assigned charge shall be paid a premium rate of two dollars and 
fifty cents ($2.50) per hour. 

10.11 Preceptor Pay. A nurse assigned preceptor duties will be paid an additional one dollar and twenty-five 
cents ($1.25) per hour while performing such duties. 

10.12 Service Line Specialty Coordinator. A Service Line Specialty Coordinator shall receive a premium of 
one dollar ($1) per hour. Service Line Specialty Coordinator pay shall be included in the nurse's regular rate of pay. 

10.13 Float Pay. A nurse not assigned to the Resource Pool shall be eligible to receive a three dollar ($3) per 
hour premium on occasions when they float outside their assigned clinical group (whether inpatient or outpatient) 
in which they are deemed competent to work. Clinical Groups are outlined in Appendix E of this Agreement. A 
nurse floated to another clinical group to care for a patient from their clinical group (for example, an ICU RN floated 
to the ED to care for an ICU patient) is not eligible for float pay. 

10.15 Work in Advance of Shift. When a nurse reports for work in advance of the scheduled shift and continues 
working during the scheduled shift, all hours worked prior to the scheduled shift shall be paid at time and one-half 
(1 1/2) the regular rate of pay. Work performed during the scheduled shift shall be paid at the regular rate of pay 
unless otherwise required by this Agreement. A nurse who reports for work in advance of the scheduled shift will 
not be released from duty prior to the completion of that scheduled shift for the purpose of avoiding overtime pay 
unless there is mutual consent. 
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APPENDIXB 

TWELVE (12) HOUR SHIFT SCHEDULE 

In accordance with Section 8.3 of the Agreement between the Hospital and the Union, nurses may, on an individual 
basis, agree to work a twelve (12) hour shift schedule with the consent of the Employer. All existing contractual 
provisions shall apply unless otherwise provided for herein. 

1. Work Day. The twelve (12) hour shift schedule shall provide for a twelve (12) hour work day consisting
of twelve and one-half (12 1/2) hours to include one (1) thirty (30) minute unpaid lunch period. Rest periods shall
be permitted in accordance with state law, with fifteen (15) minutes in each four (4) hours of work. Shift start times
shall be determined by the Employer.

2. Work Period; Overtime Pay. The work period for overtime computation purposes shall be a seven (7) day

period, as defined by the Employer. Nurses working this twelve (12) hour shift schedule shall be paid overtime
compensation at the rate of one and one-half (1 1/2) times the regular rate of pay for the first two (2) hours after the
end of the twelve (12) hour shift or for any hours worked beyond forty (40) hours in a seven (7) day period. If a

nurse works more than two (2) consecutive hours beyond the end of the twelve (12) hour shift, all overtime hours
after fourteen (14) consecutive hours of work for that shift shall be paid at double time (2x).

3. Rest Between Shifts. The following shall be in effect as of the date of ratification until such time as the
time keeping system has the capacity to allow for implementation of the new Article 10.7: Sections 10.7 of the
Agreement apply in its entirety with the sole exception being that the length of the rest period shall be ten (10) hours

rather than twelve (12) hours.

4. Shift Differential. If the majority of the hours of the nurse's regularly scheduled shift fall within the
designated evening (3 - 11 p.m.) or night (11 p.m. - 7 a.m.) shift period, the shift shall be considered a permanent
assignment for that nurse and the nurse shall receive the shift differential for their entire shift. If the evening or

night shift is a permanent assignment, shift differential shall be considered to be a part of the nurse's regular rate of

pay. For those employees working the 3 a.m. to 3 p.m. shift, night shift differential shall be paid for those hours
worked between 3 a.m. and 7 a.m. This paragraph supersedes Article 10.1 of the Agreement in its entirety.
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APPENDIXC 

FLOATING 

Clinical groupings for purposes of floating are as follows: 

1. Emergency. All areas within ED. See note below
2. Family Birth Center (FBC). All areas within FBC. See note below
3. Surgical Services. All areas within Surgical Services. See note below.

4. Critical Care.
• ICU float to PCU
• Short Stay/Obs/PCU can float to ICU for PCU patients
• Short Stay/Obs/PCU can float to Med Surg
• Short Stay/Obs can float to PCU
• See note below

5. Med Surg.
• Med Surg can float to Short Stay/Obs/ PCU - cannot care for patients on PCU level medicated

drips or any newly admitted PCU status patient.
• Med Surg can float to Behavioral Health Memory Wellness or Emotional Wellness (not as the

only RN or charge nurse)
• Med Surg can float to FBC area to care for GYN Medical Surgical patients
• See note below.

6. Behavioral Health (BHU). Includes Adult units.
• All areas within BHU
• See note below

7. Procedural Areas (Cath Lab/IR)

NOTES: 

• Can float within department unless cross-trained
• See note below

• if the nurse has appropriate competencies (as defined and verified by the Employer), the nurse
may be floated to the unit for which they are competent, even if it outside their "home" clinical
grouping.

• ICU, PCU/Obs, Medical-Surgical Nurses can be assigned to care for patients that are boarding
(waiting for an inpatient bed) in alternative areas but are of the same acuity as their home unit.

• RN s with less than 1-year experience after completion of their RN Residency Program will not be
required to float to other units. Exceptions can be made in special circumstances to promote
patient safety and, only with agreement between management and the RN.

• RNs with less than 6 months' experience at AMC/MHS will not be required to float. Exceptions
can be made in special circumstances to promote patient safety and, only with mutual agreement
between management and the RN.

• Exceptions to the floating guidelines can be made in Internal or External Disaster situations.
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APPENDIXD 

NURSING INCENTIVE PAY PLAN 

In the case of chronic, substantial staffing shortages, a financial incentive in addition to existing contractual terms 
can serve as a positive inducement for nurses to work over their assigned FTE level. Incentive pay will be triggered 
by vacancy rates as in section 1, below. The vacancy rate is measured by unit and shift. The terms of the plan are 
as noted below: 

1. Incentive pay plan would activate upon a vacancy rate consistently greater than fifteen percent (15%) over
a minimum of three (3) months for a specific shift and unit. The incentive pay plan would terminate upon the
vacancy rate reaching ten percent (10%) or less on a shift to shift basis. In determining vacancy rates, the Employer
determines how many positions it needs on an ongoing basis.

2. Incentive will be paid at two times (2.0 X) the nurse's regular rate of pay. On a non-precedent setting basis,

hours paid at the double time rate would not count as hours worked for the purposes of the 8/80 or 40 hour threshold

for overtime purposes.

3. Incentive pay will be paid for all hours worked in excess of the employee's FTE. Per diem nurses must work
a minimum 0.6 FTE in the pay period prior to being eligible for incentive pay. In determining whether the nurse
has worked more than his/her FTE, hours paid but not worked shall not count. Examples of hours paid but not
worked are PTO, EIT, jury duty, voluntary education, and bereavement hours. While management anticipates very
little, if any, low census, mandatory low census given to a nurse on any of the nurse's core scheduled hours will
count as hours worked.

4. In the event more nurses are signed up for a given shift than are necessary, the order of preference should
be based on which nurse(s) is less likely to be paid double time as a result of working that shift. For example, an
8-hour shift Per Diem nurse who has not yet worked six (6) shifts in the pay period will have preference over a
regular nurse who signs up for an extra day at any time during the pay period, unless the regular nurse had a previous
PTO, EIT or other non-contributing day in lieu of a scheduled day of work. Where two nurses who would both be
entitled to double time (2x) sign up for an extra shift, the distribution of work shall be rotated beginning with the
most senior nurse. Rotation shall restart with the most senior nurse at the beginning of each six ( 6) month period
(July 1 and January 1). Individual employees are responsible for updating the roster that will be used by Charge
Nurses.

5. Management reserves discretion as to implementation as well as discontinuation of the incentive pay plan
based on the minimum criteria set out in paragraph 1 above.

6. Prior to discontinuing the incentive plan, the Employer will advise the Union and the nurses at least ten

(10) days prior to the date the schedule is posted.
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Member premiums/payroll 
deductions 

(Without Health@Work savings) 

APPENDIXE 

HEALTH INSURANCE PLANS AND PREMIUMS 

Health Plan Premiums for 2018 and 2019 

2018 2019 

EE only-$130 EE only -$175 

Std PPO EE & Sp -$345 EE & Sp -$390 

EE & Children -$251 EE & Children -$296 

EE & Fam -$453 EE & Fam -$498 

EE only-$0 EE only-$30 

MCCN EE & Sp -$230 EE & Sp -$230 

EE & Children -$136 EE & Children -$136 

EE & Fam -$310 EE & Fam -$310 

EE only-$0 EE only-$75 
HDHP 

EE&Sp-$175 EE&Sp-$175 

EE & Children -$125 EE & Children -$125 

EE & Fam -$225 EE & Fam -$225 

Other Costs. Other costs such as deductibles, co-pays, co-insurance, out of pocket maximums, etc. shall 

remain unchanged through December 31, 2019. 
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THE UNION DIFFERENCE
As a union member, you have certain rights at  
your workplace: 

A Voice at Work
Because you have a union, you have a voice at 
work. A negotiating committee of union members 
and staff negotiate with management—as equals—
over wages, benefits, working conditions, and 
other issues. The union committee pushes for the 
issues that union members choose. The result of 
negotiations is a proposed contract which members 
vote on before it takes effect.

Right to Union Representation
Every union member has the right to union 
representation during an investigatory interview 
that could lead to discipline. This is called your 
“Weingarten” right, after a Supreme Court case 
which established the right to representation. 

Just Cause for Discipline
The just cause provision in your union contract 
ensures you have due process in cases of discipline. 
The just cause standard is a well-defined set of 
legal rules that involve several different “tests” 
of a disciplinary action. The tests of just cause 
provide considerable protection against retaliation, 
discrimination, or other unfair actions. 

The Security of a Union Contract
As a union member, your wages and working 
conditions are spelled out in writing in a legally-
binding union contract. You are not alone at the 
workplace—instead, you have the security of 
knowing that your rights are protected by your 
union contract and backed up by the 46,000 other 
members of UFCW 21.

Statement of  
Your Right to Union 

Representation 
(Weingarten Rights)

“I understand that this proceeding 
is for the purpose of investigating 
whether I may receive discipline. 
Therefore, I request that a union 
representative be present on my 
behalf before this proceeding 
continues. If you insist that the 
proceeding continue without allowing 
me union representation, I hereby 
protest your denial of rights guaranteed 
to me under federal labor law.”

Know Your Rights:
• Fair Treatment and Respect 

• Family and Medical Leave 

• Union Representation

Learn more about your 
rights: 

www.ufcw21.org



UFCW 21
Todd Crosby, President • Faye Guenther, Secretary-Treasurer

tl/opeiu8

Seattle:  5030 First Ave S, Suite 200, Seattle, WA 98134-2438 
Phone 206-436-0210 / 800-732-1188, Fax 206-436-6700 

 

Mt. Vernon: 1510 N 18th St, Mt Vernon, WA 98273-2604, Phone 360-424-5655, Fax 360-424-7909 
Silverdale: 3888 NW Randall Way #105, Silverdale, WA 98383, Phone 360-698-2341, Fax 360-662-1979 

Spokane: 2805 N Market Street, Spokane, WA 99207, Phone 509-340-7369, Fax 509-624-1188

Our mission: building a powerful Union that fights for economic, 
political and social justice in our workplaces and in our communities. 

VISIT UFCW21.ORG:

SCHOLARSHIP INFO | BARGAINING UPDATES | STEWARD TRAININGS | HELPFUL MEMBER 
RESOURCES | ACTIONS INFORMATION ON YOUR RIGHTS | AND MORE...




